WEATHERmeter for Precision Shooting

User Manual
1) Turn on Bluetooth on mobile device
2) Open the BallisticsARC app
3) Press the “Weather” icon in BallisticsARC
4) Select the WeatherFlow icon under “Select Bluetooth
Device”
5) Press the button on the weather meter
(Note: meter is connected when the take sample button turns green)

6) Face the wind and raise the meter in the air
(Note: the power button on the meter should be faced towards the user)

7) Begin taking a sample by pressing “Take Sample”
8) Conclude the sample by pressing “Stop”
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The Green text will verify
that this data was obtained
from the hardware. Black
text will indicate that data
was entered manually. Blue
text will indicate that data
was obtained from an
online source.

Units are changed on the
Settings page under the
section titled, Weather
Units.
The weather meter’s
settings are adjusted on the
Settings page under the
section titled, Atmospheric
Hardware.
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Weather Meter Settings
Battery Level refers to the life
of the cr2450 coin cell battery
in the WeatherFlow device.
This battery can be replaced
by removing the soft rubber
cover of the meter.
The compass of the mobile
device or the meter can be
utilized on units manufactured
before 5/19. Units made after
that date do not contain a
compass.
Wireless range is defaulted to
short to save battery life.
Be sure to calibrate the
meter’s compass when you
visit a new area.
Contact us if you feel that you
are having firmware issues.
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Functionality
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Shutting Down the Weather Meter
The weather meter will turn off once it has been disconnected from the
device for more than 30 seconds. Bluetooth disconnection will occur due
to: 1) structural interference 2) out of range 3) turning off the Bluetooth
feature of mobile device and 4)closing BallisticsARC.
The weather meter can also be turned off by holding the button on the
meter down for 3 sec. A fast sequence of blue lights will indicate that the
meter is shutting down.

Weather Meter Battery
The weather meter contains a cr2450 battery that has an estimated
battery life of 3 years or 500 hours of use. This battery can be changed
by removing the soft rubber cover. The cr2450 can be found at most
places batteries are sold.

Warranty
The weather meter is covered by a 3-year warranty. Please contact us
with any issues you have, even if you are beyond your warranty period.

www.geoballistics.com
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